
 

About the Competition 
Sino-German partnerships both in the public and private sector have wide ranging implications for the 
future of trade, tech, climate and the world order at large. Given this reality, it is critical young people’s 
perspectives are highlighted and given a platform on the matter.  

The Sino-German Initiative Essay Competition challenges young leaders around the world to share their 
vision for the future of collaboration between China and Germany. 

Two winning authors will receive a fully funded scholarship to participate in the forthcoming One Young 
World Summit which takes place in Munich, Germany from 22 – 25 July 2021.  

Essay submissions will be accepted until 15 April 2021. 

Full details of the competition can be found here: https://www.oneyoungworld.com/sino-german-
initiative-essay-competition 

About The Sino-German Initiative 
As China steps into the role of globalization's 
biggest supporter and as Germany continues to 
advance its long-established position as the 
world's frontrunner in technology and 
engineering, The SGI aims to further strengthen 
this partnership. 

The Sino-German Initiative is an independent 
think-tank that engages business, academic 
and other leaders of society to shape the Sino-
German agenda through economic, 
technological and cultural exchange. SGI works 
to stimulate a constant dialogue between the 
two countries to promote commercial trade, to 
spur research & development, and to tackle 
global issues with an open-minded and 
multilateral approach, providing for more 
stability and understanding, particularly, in 
times of crisis. Learn more here. 

About the One Young World 
One Young World identifies, promotes and 
connects the world’s most impactful young 
leaders to create a better world, with more 
responsible, more effective leadership. 
 
The annual One Young World Summit 
convenes the brightest young talent from 
every country and sector, working to 
accelerate social impact. Delegates from 190+ 
countries are counselled by influential political, 
business and humanitarian leaders such as 
Justin Trudeau, Paul Polman and Meghan 
Markle, amongst many other global figures. 
The One Young World Summit 2021 will take 
place in Munich, Germany from 22 - 25 July 
2021. Learn more here. 

Eligibility Criteria 
To enter this competition applicants should be: 

• Nationals or residents of Germany or China. 
• Young leaders able to offer strong insights into the future of Sino-German relations based on their 

professional or academic experience. 
• Aged 18 – 30 

Your Support 
One Young World and The Sino-German Initiative are seeking the support of leading institutions to raise 
awareness the Sino-German Initiative Essay Competition among potential applicants.  

Please help us ensure this opportunity reaches qualified individuals in your network by: 

• Connecting One Young World with a young leader in your network who you believe is suitable for 
the opportunity. 

• Sharing information about the opportunity on your social media networks. 
• Sharing information with your community via your website or newsletter. 

 
Resources you may wish to use to share the opportunity can be found at: 
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